
Specification and Packing

Offloading

End of Life Recycling

Tests - At 8 hour intervals a random production sample is tested:

Warranty
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1)      Strength of handles - Suspension test – set frst complete unit aside to cool for two hours.
         Suspend loaded with 7kg for 1 hour, ensuring handle centrally placed on the rig.
2)     Impact strength of base - 1 m drop test with fat base impact on concrete loaded with 7kg.
3)     Handle lock test - Check full handle motion, therefore the locking mechanism and lid ft.

Upon end of life all of the Kitchen Caddy components are fully recyclable.

Products are supplied on pallets for the purposes of freight efciency.

ensure stretch wrap is secured to the base pallet and encases the sides of the second pallet.

deteriorate rapidly if the stock is not housed internally.  Further, if the storage area is not 
level, stability may be a problem.  As a result, we must strongly recommend that goods are 

available as optional extras to be covered at quotation stage.

Approx weight (empty)   Body 280g / Lid 82g / Handle 36g
Total weight      398g

per load. Fully assembled in the manufacturing facility.

 Standard Colour Range

collection or home composting. The wide landscape aperture allows food to be easily scraped into 
the caddy and the single-piece carry handle is comfortable for lifing and tipping. The locking lid is
determined by the position of the carry handle and the liner trap secures compostable liners. 

Brown or Green made with a minimum of 50% recycled content. Black is also available with
100% recycled content.

the basis that this product is utilized for the intended purpose only; collection of domestic 
food  waste while stored internally within a property. Any perceived failure of product in
circumstances where the caddy has been used for any other purpose or has been subject 
to anything other than normal operating conditions will not be covered by the terms of this 
warranty .  

However, this packaging cannot be water tight, therefore, the cardboard material may

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
2 Gallon KITCHEN CADDY  

The 2 gallon Kitchen Caddy is the perfect solution for collecting food waste in the kitchen whether for 

Other colors are available on request, minumum orders are required.

Capacity     2 gallons

In order to ensure the stability of the stock in transit, we utilize a cardboard pallet sleeve and 

offoaded with a fork lift truck and either stored undercover.

We are happy to offer a 5 year warranty on our Kitchen Caddy. The warranty is made on 

552 units per standard pallet /30 pallets per load  / 16,560 units 

Offoading requires Fork Lift Truck. Alternative arrangements (tail-lift, pallet truck, mofett) 

See Line #11 on Price Sheet
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